
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

This species ____________________ by some authors as poisonous.1.
(record)

has been recorded

I ___________________ to the bar, but find no employment in my calling.2.
(call)

have been called

Let's exercise a little common sense; it _____________________ to
sentiment all through this wretched business.
3.

(sacrifice)
's been sacrificed

The river claims it; and, as if by a miracle, it ___________________ to our
hand.
4.

(bring)
has been brought

It _________________ in this e-text.5. (add)has been added

When the vegetables sink, they are generally done enough, if the water
________________ constantly boiling.
6.

(keep)has been kept

The frontispiece illustration _________________ to follow the title page.7.
(move)

has been moved

Your disappointments ________________________ with no immediate
suffering, and your losses came to you only by intelligence.
8.

(accompany)
have been accompanied

In the term capital, I mean to include science, because capital as well as
labor ____________________ to acquire it.
9.

(employ)has been employed

What a lovely young Queen _________________.10. (find)has been found

This course ___________________, because it was considered that a
statement of the opinions of contemporary authors would be the most likely to
enable the reader to form his own ideas upon the various subjects presented
to his notice.

11.

(adopt)

has been adopted

It ___________________ from this e-text.12. (omit)has been omitted

These discords ________________________ by the Russian revolution.13.
(accentuate)

have been accentuated
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In literature (from which I must draw my instances) the great change of
the past century ____________________ by the admission of detail.
14.

(effect)has been effected

Various other organisms _____________________ at different times.15.
(report)

have been reported

Altogether forty-one buildings ____________________.16. (erect)have been erected

Belgium _____________________ in the face of the world.17. (crucify)has been crucified

They _________________ to understand that a criminal process is going
on against them under two heads.
18.

(make)
have been made

The sapphire ________________ in the river!19. (lose)has been lost

Having shown how much the material progress of Virginia
____________________ by slavery, let us now consider its effect upon her
moral and intellectual development.

20.

(retard)
has been retarded
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